XI. VEGA TEST THE MOST ACCURATE METHOD OF TESTING

This section is dedicated to explain what is Vega Test and various
hybrids with other methods in alternative medicine.

THE VEGA TEST
The Vega Test is simply a merge of electroacupuncture and quantum
physics.
The electroacupuncture is the method through which you connect to
the body and then a digital wave is sent though with electronic
impulses.
The reactions to such impulse are caused by autonomous nervous
system and are basically an obstruction of the signal. Imagine when
two identical waves clash then the energy inside the cells simply drops
which can be observed with a very sophisticated software.

QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT AND QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS – THE
PRINCIPLE BEHIND KINESIOLOGY IN VEGA AND VIRTUAL VEGA TEST
This is more than unorthodox - this is from X-Men movie…
Imagine if you could access someone else body at distance and
perform identical test as if the person was tested being directionally
connected to the Vega machine.
Do you think this is fiction - far from it. We are all interconnected and
more and more observations are made by physicists which will take
possibly centuries to explain.
There is more and more proof that the conscious does exist.
We are just to primitive to even thing this is possible. We are
controlled and brainwashed to believe what is in Star Trek movies will
take millenias to materialise. You see - the problem is we already have
these technologies.
But they are kept secret about because our planet as we know it would
turn into chaos if one day a highly regarded person said we are not
alone. This is why JFK was assassinated.
Going back to Virual Vega test - I can assure everybody that since
October 2018 I only test members of my family using this method
alone. And I have zero doubts that it works.
By simply invoking someone’s name you can tap in and begin a test.
Each such a name is treated as another marker which has to be
accounted in Vega test and the principles of the testing.
You can learn all about it during my Vega training and a lot more.

APPLICATION OF KINESIOLOGY IN VEGA TESTING
As you can imagine a traditional Vega Test you can combine principles
of kinesiology when testing.
Even more - rather than being influenced by the person you may be
testing you can do it all in your thoughts.
This way you can prevent the person being tested from influencing the
outcome. Which is something that can happen very easily.
Now - how does it work? Rather than relying on the muscles to respond
you rely on the Vega to respond in identical way. So when you expect a
Yes by the weakening of the muscles the graph during Vega Test will
drop down.
And having completed thousands of check with parallel testing using
traditional way and kinesiology I am left with zero doubt that both
methods are identical.
One final thing to say is - you can always use kinesiology in testing but
you cannot do it on yourself. And that method is kind of ancient.
Whereas if you apply Vega test you can source information ten times
faster and you can do it alone independently. This is the beauty of
having the freedom of working alone.

VIRTUAL VEGA TEST
The final piece of information on Vega test is - you can apply
principles of Reiki in doing things at distance.
This I would say is not as reliable as I can say about kinesiology but
with a very high percentage of over 90% I have no fear to recommend
practicing it.
The basics are identical to kinesiology Vega.
The process is very simple - as a first marker after Epiphysis you invoke
the name of the person you want to connect to. Then if you made a
connection the graph should drop. You need full name and ideally a
picture of that person.
If you have succeeded in doing so you retain that name as a second
marker similarly to Epiphysis.
The rest is identical. And obviously you can do it on your own hand
(forget feet! - I’m not sure who are those practitioners who need to
source to feet when hands are as good or even better).

